Garden Kits: Strawberry Gardening Kit

Strawberry Gardening Kit

Strawberry Garden Kit contains 5 Strawberry plant Saplings + 5 Pots + 5 Kg Soil. A complete garden kit to grow mouth-watering strawberry
fruits.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
686
458

Ask a question about this product

Description

Note: For Bangalore customers plants will be directly delivered as potted plants.

Description of Strawberry Gardening Kit
Strawberry Gardening Kit contains 5 saplings (Fully grown small plants) of Strawberry plants along with 5 unbreakable thermoform pots and 5
Kg nutrient rich ready to use soil.
Strawberries are worlds most favorite berries. The most interesting part of the strawberry is that it bears fruit with seeds on the outside rather
than the inside.
Strawberries are known for its unique taste and the medicinal uses.
The word strawberry is derived from the old English streawberige, because the plant sends out runners that are similar to pieces of straw.
Strawberries are a rich source of vitamins and minerals imparting its antioxidant properties which help to keep you healthy and glowing.
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Grow them easily in a pot or a container for fruits that are best to satisfy your taste buds.
How to Grow and care for Strawberry Plant?
Growing strawberries is an easy task. You can easily grow strawberry plants in pots. Just follow below caring tips for your strawberry plant and
enjoy the sweetness of fruits.

Once you receive the plants, allow them to settle to your location and then transplant in the pots.
Even if the plants are dropping, do not worry they will revive and grow well.
Strawberry plants require 4-8 hours a day of direct sunlight, so choose your planting site accordingly.
Soil in the pots must be well drained and should not be soggy.
Soil should contain good quality and amount of compost.
Fruits will set 4-6 weeks after blossoming.
Harvest strawberries when they are fully ripped.

This pack contains the following items
Name
Nutrient rich soil ready to use soil 5 Kg
Strawberry Plant Sapling
5.1 inch Unbreakable Round
Thermoform Pot (Terracotta Color)

Price
460

Quantity
1

Details

745
110

5
5

Details
Details

Benefits of this pack
Plants in this pack are known for its unique taste and nutrient benefits.
You get 5 plants + 5 Pots + 5Kg Soil in a single pack.
Strawberry plant can be easily grown pots.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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